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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A large surface high located over the Midwest this morning is forecast to shift into the Ohio Valley later in the day on Tuesday. 
Meanwhile, a low pressure system will begin to take shape over the Rockies as well. Over the gulf, east to southeast winds are 
forecast to gradually strengthen, becoming strong to near-gale later tonight as low pressure moves into the Plains and deepens 
further. As a result of these increasing southerly winds, expect seas to respond by increasing to near-rough to rough heights, first 
across the western half of the gulf, and then across much of the north-central gulf through the day on Wednesday. Seas of 7-10 feet 
will begin to develop by around 12AM on Wednesday while spreading eastward into the afternoon, and then linger into the evening 
hours Wednesday night, with easterly locations to see elevated seas linger a little bit longer into Thursday. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

As low pressure amplifies over the Great Lakes, a trailing cold front will eventually find its way into the gulf, likely moving offshore of the 
Texas Coast during the late morning hours on Thursday. A larger of high pressure will then push into the central US by early Friday, helping 
the front to strengthen and make its way all the way into the Bay of Campeche Friday into Saturday.  Elevated northeasterly winds can be 
anticipated behind the front on Friday with building near-rough to rough seas expected for most areas.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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